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INTRODUCTION

The Platform for an Equitable and Just Greater Pittsburgh (EJGP) is a platform designed to encourage Southwestern
Pennsylvania to incorporate the principles of equity and justice into all of the policies and investments in the region. The
region and its people share a common history of industry and innovation that continues to influence and inspire; and
although that history has shaped all of us as a whole, each neighborhood and municipality is still unique. These differences
provide opportunities for learning exchanges, joint problem solving, and collaboration.
In addition to a shared industrial heritage, Greater Pittsburgh also has a shared challenge: COVID-19 recovery combined
with ongoing environmental degradation, the impacts of climate change, and an unreconciled racial history. This is the
foundation of our work; and despite its difficulty, we are enthusiastic about the opportunities for success, because this too, is
our regional heritage. It is time for Southwestern Pennsylvania to come together to address its shared challenges.
As we think about the work needed to build this network and platform for equity and justice, we frame the problems and
challenges in a different way. Our approach recognizes the following things:
Issues, problems, and challenges are interconnected, so solutions should be, too.
Many of the challenges and problems we face extend beyond neighborhood and city boundaries.
Lived experience expertise and subject matter expertise are both critical to problem-solving.
Each of us has multiple and intersecting identities that shape our experiences, our perspectives, and our opportunities.
COVID-19, continued environmental degradation, and climate change will continue to affect and threaten the region.
Sustainability, 100% renewable energy, and other environmental improvements must go hand-in-hand with equity and
justice.
Every project is an opportunity to address equity and justice.
Challenges related to health, environment, housing, education, livelihoods, accessing quality food, and transportation
overlap and reinforce one another. We recognize that we cannot address one of them without addressing all of them, and
that is the work we invite you to join.
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OUR VALUES
Throughout our convening and formation, we have consciously compiled the value statements of our members
and the values that dominate and guide our pursuit of equity and economic justice. To that end we hold close
the following values.

EQUITY
is achieved when power,
resources and opportunities
are distributed in a manner that
facilitates all people to realizing
their potential and goals.

SOCIAL JUSTICE
asserts that everyone deserves
equal economic, political, and
social rights and opportunities,
with fairness at its core.

INTEGRITY
signals honesty and respect
which must be evident in all
stages of our processes.

COMMUNITY HEALTH

illustrates commitment to
improving the overall health of
the region and the multiple ways
it can be measured.

INTENTIONALITY
values the power of
thoughtfully articulating clear
goals and how best to achieve
them.

ASSET-BASED APPROACH
recognizes the weaknesses and
challenges that keep our region
from being whole but strives to
approach solutions by developing a
pragmatic understanding of both
the problems and the strengths.

RESPECTFUL ENGAGEMENT

requires engaging in a way that
integrates the diversity, depth,
and breadth of perspectives,
experience, and expertise that
exist in our region.
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DEFINITION SHEET
EQUITY - when power, resources and opportunities are distributed in a manner that facilitates all people to realize their
1. EQUITY

potential and goals (as they define for themselves) regardless of race, ethnicity, sex/gender, economic or social status, or
other socially-determined circumstance.
Specifically, EJGP will center and prioritize racial equity in our region. We believe that centering racial equity will “level
the playing field” and significantly reduce barriers and increase access to opportunities for all. (Adapted from Spark
Insight Partners).

DIVERSITY - the attributes that make us different from each other, whether these differences are immutable
2. DIVERSITY

characteristics or not. The term can also encompass an appreciation of those differences. The practice of diversity is
ensuring a representation of these different characteristics.

EQUALITY - the access or provision of equal opportunities. Equal treatment does not result in equal access when
3. EQUALITY

everybody is different. True equality can only be achieved through practicing equity.

INCLUSION - deliberately creating a culture acceptance of diversity, one in which people feel comfortable enough, and
4. INCLUSION

empowered to, participate in decision-making processes.
RACISM - patterns of attitudes, behavior, and policies at the institutional level that, either intentionally
5. INSTITUTIONAL
INSTITUTIONAL RACISM
or unintentionally, have the net effect of disadvantaging individuals from minority racial or ethnic groups.

6. JUSTICE
JUSTICE - the administration of the law or authority to be impartial and fair.
LIVED EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE - representation of the experiences and choices of a given person and the knowledge that they gain
7. LIVED

from these experiences and choices.

NEIGHBORHOOD - a localized, physical space within a larger city, town, suburb or rural area.
8. NEIGHBORHOOD
PLATFORM - a document articulating values and goals that are shared among a group and developed through continual
9. PLATFORM

collaboration among members of that group.
PLATFORM DRAFT
DRAFT - an incomplete version of a Platform that is used to engage broader participation in the Platform
10. PLATFORM
development process.
RACE - a social construct that divides people into groups based on observable characteristics such as skin color, hair
11. RACE

texture, and eye shape.
DISPROPORTIONATE IMPACTS
IMPACTS - when a statute of policy affects one race or ethnicity more so than other races or
12. DISPROPORTIONATE

ethnicities.
1

1 Definitions were adopted and/or adapted from “Equity and Systems Thinking Definitions” in “Equity in Action: Toolkit

for municipalities working towards more sustainable equitable and inclusive communities” authored by Alexis Goggans,
(2020), Sustainable States Network.
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THE PROCESS
The process of developing the EJGP platform began with a review of over 50 national, regional, and local platforms,
reports, and statements, as well as a few international platforms, including the United Nations Sustainable Development
goals. Each one contributed to a holistic understanding of equity and justice actions across multiple topic areas. The
resulting draft was then revised and updated through a series of network meetings and one-on-one conversations with
representatives from neighborhood organizations, topic experts and practitioners in the Greater Pittsburgh region (Figure
1). Network members also provided comments directly on shared platform document drafts.
Figure 1
National
Platforms

State & Regional
Platforms

September
Rough
Draft

Local Platforms,
Reports &
Statements

Several
Revised
Drafts

EJGP

Table 1 below provides a more detailed progression of the process of platform building through 2020 into early 2021 and
the level of participation for each meeting.
Table 1
SPRING/SUMMER
2020

Planning
COVID-19 Experiences
Survey & data shareInitial
outreach & meetings
Direct one-on-one, in
depth conversations with
neighborhood groups
Website, social media
May: Overview meeting
July / August: 1 Topics, 1
Neighborhoods mtg.
Mailing list: 260+
individuals in every topic
area, and in every
neighborhood area,
including outside city and
one outside county

AUTUMN 2020

EARLY
WINTER 2020

Platform drafting
Outreach & meetings
Identify immediate needs
and opportunities
Support & learn from
each other

FINAL draft
Outreach & meetings
Identify immediate needs
and opportunities
Support & learn from
each other!

September: 2 Topics, 1
Neighborhood mtg.
November: 1
Intersections meeting, 1
Advisory meeting
Participation: ~75 unique
individuals from:
~55 topics orgs
~10 neighborhood
groups

December: 1 Full network
platform review meeting

2021

Activate platform
Outreach & meetings
Support & learn from
each other!
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THE PROCESS (CONTINUED)
In order to facilitate a cross section of lived experiences, the Greater Pittsburgh region was subdivided into geographic
zones (Figure 2) and representation from each zone was actively sought after in the development of the Platform.
Figure 2

Initially, seven topic areas were identified as central to achieving equity and justice in our region and were included in the
development of the Platform, to encompass: housing, livelihoods, health, climate and environment, transportation,
education and food (Figure 3). An eighth topic area, other topics that matter to you, was created to capture additional
topics that may emerge as the Platform evolves.
Figure 3

Housing

Livelihoods

Health

Climate
& Environment

Transportation

Education

Food

Other Topics
That Matter to You

As the Platform expands, it is expected and intended that its processes be adapted where necessary.
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CONTRIBUTORS & SUPPORTERS

The EJGP platform is the result of a year long collaboration between a coalition of community partners, professionals and
advocates. The core team responsible for convening the network that developed the platform was led by UrbanKind
Institute, and supported by Mongalo-Winston Consulting and Black Women, Wise Women. While the core team was
responsible for the day- to-day work, the network partners assisted in the development of the Platform itself, through
ongoing review of local and national best practices, to ensure the Platform draft reflected the needs of Greater Pittsburgh.

Advisory Group Members:

Anneliese Martinez

Malik Bankston

Brandi Fisher

Neighborhood Allies

Black Urban Gardeners & Farmers of Pittsburgh

Perry Hilltop & Fineview Citizens Council

Bob Damewood

Pittsburgh Food Policy Council

Breathe Project

Pittsburgh United

Casa San Jose

Pittsburghers for Public Transit

CMU Create Lab

Riverside Center for Innovation

Data4Black Lives Pgh

Take Action Mon Valley

EAT Initiative

West End POWER

Focus on Renewal

Women for a Healthy Environment

Hazelwood Initiative
Hill District Consensus Group
Larimer Consensus Group
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HOW TO USE THIS PLATFORM
So we have this list of the changes that we want to see for our region. Now what?
The EJGP platform is a living document. That means that there won’t be a final version that will get dusty sitting on a shelf
somewhere. We want to continue to add to, revise, and adapt this document. There are still topics and issues to capture.
What’s here may need to be adjusted to better ensure equity or justice. New challenges may arise. As we continue to build
and strengthen the network, we want our equity and justice platform to stay up-to-date and relevant.
With that in mind, use the Platform for an Equitable and Just Greater Pittsburgh:

to guide your work.

The people, groups, and organizations that make up this network are committed to advancing equity and justice in the
Greater Pittsburgh area. We want to make sure that we’re thinking through what equity and justice means in our work now
and into the future. Use this platform to help keep your work grounded and on track.
to connect / align.

We often work in silos. This network and platform help us work across our separate issues, neighborhoods, and towns by
putting our issues in one place and drawing the connections between them. Use this platform (and network!) to engage
with other people working on similar issues in different parts of the region or with other people working on connected
issues in your part of town or another. We are stronger together!
to educate.

No one is an expert in everything. Use the platform to learn about barriers to equity and justice in areas that you might not
be as familiar with. Learn how the issues connect. The platform can also be used as a tool to talk with people about the
different issues and how they connect. That includes people in your neighborhood or people in positions of power!
to advocate.

People already face a lot of challenges in a bunch of different areas. On top of that, there’s a lot of change coming—and
that change could be for the better or for the worse. That’s a lot to keep track of. This platform helps you keep all of the
work organized. Use this platform to help push for positive solutions across neighborhoods and issue areas.
to hold people, organizations, institutions, businesses, public offices, and others accountable.

If people are going to talk the talk, they should walk the walk. There are a lot of promises being made about equity and
justice currently, so it’s necessary to make sure those promises aren’t empty. Use the platform to show where there’s room
to improve current practices and future plans.

If you are committed to advancing equity and justice and would like to join the conversation as we continue this
work, please sign up for our mailing list on www.ejgp.org!
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EQUITABLE & JUST
GREATER PITTSBURGH
A platform of shared values centered on equity and justice.

CLIMATE &
ENVIRONMENT

INTERSECTIONS
ICON KEY:

Education

Health

Livelihoods

Food

Housing

Transportation

We depend on our natural environment for the air we breathe, the water we drink, and the
food we consume. It is a source of inspiration, hope, and recreation. Despite the
improvements we've made in cleaning up our environment, we still have a way to go before
our environment is healthy. Climate change presents additional challenges. In an
environmentally equitable Greater Pittsburgh, all residents can live, play, and work in
healthy spaces free from pollution or hazards. No group is disproportionately impacted. As
we shift away from fossil fuels to renewable energy, equity and justice must guide the
transformation.

WE CALL FOR GOVERNMENTS, BUSINESSES, DEVELOPERS, AND FUNDERS
(AS APPLICABLE) TO:

1

Ensure the rights for residents, especially communities of color, to live in an environment free
from exposure to pollution (adapted from EJNCP)

2 Invest in front line communities, especially as it relates to the expansion of green infrastructure,
energy-saving strategies, and cleaning up of contaminated properties, both private and
commercial (adapted from B-G, GHNP, MCNP)

3

Ensure that workers and other community members are safe and have equitable access to energy
efficiency savings and clean, affordable energy, water, and transportation choices
(adapted from B-G)

4

Provide ample high-quality, safe, accessible recreational spaces and cultural services including:
parks and green spaces, facilities, programs, and special events (adapted from BLM-LA, GHNP)

5 Enhance education, awareness-raising and human and institutional capacity on climate change
mitigation, adaptation, impact reduction and early warning (adapted from UN SDG #13)
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CLIMATE & ENVIRONMENT

1

ENSURE THE RIGHT FOR RESIDENTS, ESPECIALLY COMMUNITIES OF COLOR, TO LIVE IN AN
ENVIRONMENT FREE FROM EXPOSURE TO POLLUTION (ADAPTED FROM EJNCP)

1.1. Reduce GHG emissions (industrial and transportation) and sources of air pollution in low-income areas and
communities of color. (adapted from EJNCP)
1.2. Include community organizations in the expansion of public services that support climate resilience. (adapted
from PB)
1.3. Require rental inspections that prioritize the reduction/elimination of adverse health effects including indoor
air pollution and toxicity. (adapted from Allies/Rebuilding Together PGH
1.4. Guarantee residents the opportunity to have water tested upon request to ensure access to clean water.
(OWC)
1.5. Incentivize the inclusion of equity into future energy investment through public programs. (EJNCP)
1.6. Replace lead pipes and mitigate environmental lead and other hazardous elements/materials especially in
places frequented by children. (PB, EJPP Network, GHNP)
1.7. Conduct a transparent, equitable survey/map of all local pipes to determine which are lead and develop a
plan for full lead service line replacement to end the practice of dangerous partial lead service line
replacements. (OWC)
1.8. Reduce the adverse per capita environmental impact of cities, including by paying special attention to air
quality and municipal and other waste management. (UN SDG #11)
1.9. Reduce industrial emissions in Greater Hazelwood. (GHNP)
1.10. Improve water quality by reducing pollution, eliminating dumping and addressing the amounts of untreated
wastewater and substantially increasing recycling and safe reuse globally. (UN SDG #6)
1.11. Expand and improve CAPs and urge for permanent moratoriums on water-shut offs. (OWC)

2

INVEST IN FRONT LINE COMMUNITIES ESPECIALLY AS IT RELATES TO THE EXPANSION OF GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE AND CLEANING UP OF CONTAMINATED PROPERTIES (ADAPTED FROM B-G)

2.1. Ensure that frontline communities and workers have equitable access to energy efficiency savings and
clean, affordable energy, water, and transportation choices. (B-G)
2.2. Invest in the revitalization and expansion of the public sector workforce and ensuring staffing levels are
sufficient to accomplish clean energy, resilience, adaptation, and crisis response objectives. (B-G)
12
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2.3. Support funding for organizations that address and work to remedy overarching environmental racism in
Black communities. (BLM-LA)
2.4. Support policies and practices that actively promote equity in zero waste manufacturing, zero emissions
transportation and zero net-energy buildings. (adapted from GreenLatinos)
2.5. Reduce disproportionate amounts of pollution in EJ communities. (EJNCP)
2.6. Implement environmentally, economically, and socially responsible mining projects for strategic materials
necessary for a clean energy future. (B-G)
2.7. Implement effective recycling initiatives and provide appropriate receptacles where needed. (B-G, MCNP,
EcoID)
2.8. Implement environmentally, economically, and socially responsible mining projects and effective recycling
initiatives for strategic materials necessary for a clean energy future. (B-G, MCNP, EcoID)
2.9 Develop a strategy to implement green infrastructure solutions in priority sewersheds. (GHNP)
2.10. Ensure that future solutions are multifaceted and address multiple issues like flooding, landslides,
basement backups, etc. (OWC)

3

ENSURE THAT WORKERS AND OTHER COMMUNITY MEMBERS ARE SAFE AND HAVE EQUITABLE
ACCESS TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY SAVINGS AND CLEAN, AFFORDABLE ENERGY, WATER,
AND TRANSPORTATION CHOICES (ADAPTED FROM B-G)

3.1. Expand wind and solar power and ensure that Black workers are trained and capable of implementing
these technologies. (adapted from PB)
3.2. Expand public services that support climate resilience through water stewardships and every stage of it
cycles through the urban environment. (EJPP Network)
3.3. Ensure universal access to affordable, reliable and modern energy services. (UN SDG #7)
3.4. Deploy clean and renewable technology nationwide [including:]
3.4a. Low-and-no carbon electricity production;
3.4b. Carbon capture, removal, storage, and utilization;
3.4c. Natural ecosystem restoration; and zero carbon transportation options. (B-G, EcoID)
3.5. [Increase] the energy efficiency of new and existing buildings in all sectors from commercial to
residential to hospitals and universities. (B-G)
3.6. Require better technologies for green buildings while ensuring the enforcement of public standards.
(EJPP Network)
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3.7. Substantially increase water-use efficiency across all sectors and ensure sustainable withdrawals and supply of
freshwater to address water scarcity and substantially reduce the number of people suffering from water
scarcity. (UN SDG #6)
3.8. Support and strengthen the participation of local communities in improving water and sanitation
management. (UN SDG #6)
3.9. Ensure that all local water systems and resources are managed in a sustainable, inclusive, integrated way that
respects and responds to the natural flows of watersheds and the natural ecosystem. (OWC)

4

PROVIDE AMPLE HIGH QUALITY, SAFE, ACCESSIBLE RECREATIONAL SPACES AND CULTURAL
SERVICES INCLUDING: PARKS, FACILITIES, PROGRAMS, AND SPECIAL EVENTS (BLM-LA)

4.1. Democratic control over how resources are preserved, used and distributed, and do so while honoring
and respecting the rights of Indigenous people. (M4BL)
4.2. Reduce logistical barriers (eg. transportation) and increase accessibility to green spaces for people
residing in overburdened and under-resourced communities. (EJPP Network)
4.3. Invest in natural infrastructure, including improving climate resilience through natural defenses that act
as carbon sinks, recovering America’s wildlife, restoring forests and wildlands, reclaiming mines, and
addressing the public lands maintenance backlog. (B-G)
4.4. Construct green corridors and trail improvements to connect Manchester-Chateau to the river. (MCNP)
4.5. Continue to grow the tree canopy in the Manchester-Chateau neighborhood through the
implementation of Re Leaf Manchester and Chateau Plan. (MCNP/GHNP)
4.6. Open space under the Manchester Bridge to create recreational space and safe connections between
the riverfront and the neighborhood. (MCNP)
4.7. Protect and restore water-related ecosystems, including mountains, forests, wetlands, rivers, aquifers
and lakes. (UN SDG #6)
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5

ENHANCE EDUCATION, AWARENESS-RAISING AND HUMAN AND INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY ON
CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION, ADAPTATION, IMPACT REDUCTION AND EARLY WARNING
(ADAPTED FROM UN SDG #13)

5.1. Educate residents about the hazards of lead and the importance of testing for elevated blood levels.
(GHNP)
5.2. Establish a district composting program with an educational component in Manchester Chateau
Neighborhood Plan. (MCNP)
5.3. Encourage companies, especially large and transnational companies, to adopt sustainable practices and to
integrate sustainability information into their reporting cycle. (UN SDG #12)
5.4. Strengthen resilience and adaptive capacity to climate-related hazards and natural disasters in all
countries. (UN SDG #13)
5.5. Promote mechanisms for raising capacity for effective climate change-related planning and management at
municipal and neighborhood levels, including focusing on women, youth and local and marginalized
communities. (adapted from UN SDG #13)
5.6. Develop a program to educate and assist residents to build rain barrels for their property. (MCNP)
5.7. Advocate for habitat and protection of species necessary to provide a healthy ecosystem. (MCNP)
5.8. Invest in an equitable transition to clean energy, end the extraction of fossil fuels, and direct responsible
recovery and building in the wake of climate events. (Demos)

ABBREVIATIONS USED ABOVE:

B-G

Blue-Green Alliance Solidarity for
Climate Action Plan

GHD

Greater Hill District
Master Plan

DEMOS

Demos

GREEN LATINOS

ECOID

Eco Innovation District

GreenLatinos Policy
Statement/Framework

EMER_C

Emerald Cities

MCNP

Manchester Chateau
Neighborhood Plan

EJNCP

Equitable and Just National
Climate Platform

M4BL

Movement for Black Lives
Vision for Black Lives

EJPP
NETWORK

EJPP Meeting or Addition

OWC

Our Water Campaign

GHNP

Greater Hazelwood
Neighborhood Plan

PB

The People’s Bailout

REBUILDING
TOGETHER PGH

Rebuilding Together PGH

UN SDGS

United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals
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A platform of shared values centered on equity and justice.

EDUCATION

INTERSECTIONS
ICON KEY:

Climate &
Environment
Food

Health

Livelihoods

Housing

Transportation

Education shapes much of who we are, what we do with our lives, and the opportunities that
are available to us. From toddlers taking their first steps to teenagers trying to find their
voice, educational systems aid in growth, learning, and maturity. Equitable education in
Greater Pittsburgh means that schools will be equitably funded and resourced, healthy,
safe, and supportive of all children in accordance with their needs, from pre-K through high
school.
WE CALL FOR GOVERNMENTS, BUSINESSES, DEVELOPERS, AND FUNDERS
(AS APPLICABLE) TO:

1 Ensure equitable and adequate funding to support educational excellence (PAWorks/AFC)

2 Support strategies that promote access for all students to quality educational institutions
3 Remove barriers to accessing educational institutions, including addressing the digital
divide

4 Invest in educational quality and equity training and resources for teachers and supportive
staff

5 Invest in affordable childcare and out of school engagement, especially for low-income
families (adapted from PB)

6 Prioritize funding for schools that invest in infrastructure and advances environmental
health strategies (WHE)
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EDUCATION

In terms of supply, investment, and ownership,

1

ENSURE EQUITABLE AND ADEQUATE FUNDING TO SUPPORT EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE
(PA-WORKS/AFC)

Explicitly related to equity and justice:
1.1. State policymakers should change funding formulas to ensure adequate and equitable school funding,

especially for Black and other minority communities. (adapted from Demos)
1.2. State policymakers should increase per-student support for public 2- and 4-year colleges so that the total
price of attending college—including tuition, fees, room and board and other living expenses—is no
more than what working and middle-class students can reasonably pay with need-based grant aid and a
part-time job. (Demos)
1.3. Funding for Black scholarships, student recruitment, retention, and graduation initiatives at local
colleges and universities. (adapted from M4BL)
1.4. Cancel student debt through an Executive Order and/or congressional action. (M4BL; PB)
1.5. Reparations for the systemic denial of access to high quality educational opportunities in the form of full
and free access for all Black people (including undocumented and currently and formerly incarcerated
people) to lifetime education including: free access and open admissions to public community colleges
and universities, technical education (technology, trade and agricultural), educational support programs,
retroactive forgiveness of student loans, and support for lifetime learning programs. (M4BL)
1.6. Reparations for the cultural and educational exploitation, erasure, and extraction of our communities in
the form of mandated public-school curriculums that critically examine the political, economic, and
social impacts of colonialism and slavery. (M4BL)
1.7. Demand that the state publicly report school spending per pupil (per federal requirements) in addition
to the school district spending per pupil that is already reported. (EJPP Network)
1.8. Increase the quality of school health and support professionals, including funding for a school nurse,
counselor, and psychiatrist in every building. (WHE)
Additional items:
1.9. A constitutional right at the state and federal level to a fully-funded education which includes a clear
articulation of the right to: a free education for all, special protections for queer and trans students,
wrap around services, social workers, free health services (including reproductive body autonomy), a
curriculum that acknowledges and addresses students’ material and cultural needs, physical activity and
recreation, high quality food, free daycare, and freedom from unwarranted search, seizure or arrest.

(M4BL)
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EDUCATION

In terms of supply, investment, and ownership,

2

SUPPORT STRATEGIES THAT PROMOTE ACCESS FOR ALL STUDENTS TO QUALITY
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Explicitly related to equity and justice:
2.1. Support the hiring and retention of diverse faculty and staff across the institutions, not just in education
departments. (EJPP Network)

2.2. Ensure all parents and guardians voices are valued. (EJPP Network)
2.3. Change participation and performance metrics to ensure students with insecure housing (who often
change schools) remain eligible for scholarships. (EJPP Network)
2.4. Eliminate gender disparities in education and ensure equal access to all levels of education and
vocational training especially in regards to persons with disabilities, indigenous peoples and children in
vulnerable situations. (UN SDG #4)
Additional items:
2.5. Rethink what student participation and competency look like. (A+)

2.6. Connectivity—ensure that kids have access to devices and reliable internet access to connect to school.
(A+, AFC)

3

REMOVE BARRIERS TO ACCESSING EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, INCLUDING ADDRESSING
THE DIGITAL DIVIDE

Explicitly related to equity and justice:

3.1. Universal free access to high speed internet. (EJPP Network)
3.2. Recruitment of and scholarships for Black students to pursue careers in healthcare, including naturopathy
and holistic medicinal practices. (M4BL)
3.3. Guaranteed admission, scholarship, and support programming for Black students to all public colleges and
universities. (BLM-LA)
3.4. Increase technical and STEM education and training opportunities for Black students and other underrepresented student groups. (adapted fr EMER_C)
3.5. Connectivity- make sure all kids have access to devices and reliable internet access. (A+,AFC)
3.6. Promote school integration. (Demos)
3.7. Protect high-needs students and marginalized groups amidst budget cuts. (A+)
3.8. Implement new interventions that target the City’s Black high school girls to encourage, equip, and support
them to enter college after graduating high school. (PIAGR)
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EDUCATION

In terms of supply, investment, and ownership,

3.9. Promote equal access for all to affordable and quality technical, vocational and tertiary education,
including university. (UN SDG #4)
Additional items:
3.10. Continuance of visitation and reunification programs (in distance-learning format as necessary) for parents
with children under the authority of the Department of Children and Family Services, and freezing of

reunification timelines. (BLM-LA)
3.11. Change acceptance criteria at our anchor colleges and universities to greatly increase accessibility for
local students from overburdened and under-resourced populations, including pipeline curing such as
broad mentorship in local schools to prepare for local colleges and universities. (EJPP Network)
3.12. Consider a new approach to college admission exams, making ACT and SAT tests more accessible and
increasing the percentage of students taking the exams. (PIAGR)
3.13. Implement new policies that reduce police referrals and severe discipline across the board as well as
targeted efforts to address racial and gender biases in the schools’ disciplinary practices. (PIAGR)

4

INVEST IN EDUCATIONAL QUALITY AND EQUITY TRAINING AND RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS
AND SUPPORTIVE STAFF

4.1. Demand equitable instruction. (EJPP Network)
4.2. Intentional hiring and retention of diverse faculty and staff across learning institutions. (EJPP Network)
4.3. Substantially invest in training pipeline for Black and brown teachers across the state. (EJPP Network)
4.4. Prepare teachers to teach in multicultural classrooms. (adapted from EJPP Network)
4.5. Improve compensation and training for preschool teachers. (Demos)
4.6. Respect and compensate teachers as professionals. (Demos)
4.7. Create a comprehensive strategy for assessing teacher and student needs. (A+)
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In terms of supply, investment, and ownership,

5

INVEST IN AFFORDABLE CHILDCARE AND OUT OF SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT, ESPECIALLY FOR
LOW INCOME FAMILIES (ADAPTED FROM PB)

Explicitly related to equity and justice:
5.1. Create community schools that provide enhanced services and engage parents and the broader community.

(Demos)
5.2. Pittsburgh must prioritize access to quality, affordable, and flexible early learning, and out-of-school
programs for all families. (New Norm)
5.3. Access to quality early learning. (AFC)
5.4. Free, quality, universal childcare. (BLM-LA)
5.5. Expand childcare for working families. (PB)
5.6. Extend free childcare options for all. (M4BL)
5.7. Prevent schools from moving students, especially Black children and other vulnerable populations into the
juvenile justice system for minor offenses. (adapted from Demos)
5.8. Ensure that all children have access to quality pre-primary education and early childhood development care.
(UN SDG #4)
5.9. Work with major institutions to expand their research, curriculum and student activities into the community
where appropriate. (EcoID)
Additional items:
5.10. Funding to support, build, preserve, and restore cultural assets and sacred sites to ensure the recognition

and honoring of our collective struggles and triumphs. (M4BL)
5.11. State policymakers should guarantee universal, voluntary access to high-quality public preschool programs
for all 3- and 4-year-olds. (Demos)
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In terms of supply, investment, and ownership,

6

PRIORITIZE FUNDING FOR SCHOOLS THAT INVEST IN INFRASTRUCTURE AND ADVANCES
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH STRATEGIES (WHE)

6.1. Urge federal and state elected officials and agency leaders to prioritize funding for schools that invest in
infrastructure and advance environmental health strategies such as:
6.1a. Environmental hazard testing and remediation (lead, radon, asbestos, PCB’s);
6.1b. Use of green cleaning for infection prevention;
6.1c. Updating school infrastructure to improve access to learning spaces with good air quality and clean
drinking water;
6.1d. Access to nutritious foods;
6.1e. Access to school health professionals;
6.1f. Access to safe green outdoor spaces for recreation;
6.1g. Implementing sustainable purchasing practices; and engaging school community members and
stakeholders in this process. (WHE)
6.2. Insist on regulations requiring radon testing in all schools, as well as the use of third-party certified
cleaning products. (WHE)

ABBREVIATIONS USED ABOVE:

A+

A-Plus Schools

AFC

Allies for Children

BLM-LA

Black Los Angeles Demands in Light of COVID-19 and Rates of Black Death

DEMOS

Demos

ECOID

Eco Innovation District

EJPP
NETWORK

EJPP Network Meeting or Addition

EMER_C

Emerald Cities

NEW NORM

Gender Equity Commission COVID and Racism Statement

M4BL

Movement for Black Lives Vision for Black Lives

PA WORKS

PA Schools Work

PB

The People’s Bailout

PIAGR

Pittsburgh’s Inequality Against Gender and Race

WHE

Women for a Healthy Environment

UN SDG

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
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EQUITABLE & JUST
GREATER PITTSBURGH
A platform of shared values centered on equity and justice.

FOOD

INTERSECTIONS
ICON KEY:

Climate &
Environment

Health

Livelihoods

Education

Housing

Transportation

We all need to eat to live. That is a universal experience. The act of eating is part of a
larger food system. Our food is grown in one place, possibly processed in another, and
then distributed to other places. Some communities end up with many places to buy
affordable food and others end up with few options if they have any at all. What we eat
affects our health, children’s ability to grown and learn, and our ability to earn a living.
A Just Greater Pittsburgh ensures equitable access to fresh, healthy foods regardless of
the neighborhood you live in, your race, or your income.

WE CALL FOR GOVERNMENTS, BUSINESSES, DEVELOPERS, AND FUNDERS
(AS APPLICABLE) TO:

DRAWING FROM THE GREATER PITTSBURGH FOOD ACTION PLAN:

1 Center the roles of equity, sustainable agriculture, and environmental stewardship in a
healthy food system

2 Support a robust regional food economy that benefits all
3 Improve food security and public health by increasing availability and accessibility of
nutritious, high-quality, affordable and locally-sourced food

4 Build community power based on the principle of food sovereignty for
all residents
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1

CENTER THE ROLES OF EQUITY, SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE, AND
ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP IN A HEALTHY FOOD SYSTEM

Explicitly related to equity and justice:
1.1. Improve access to land and capital for farmers, including new and beginning farmers and farmers of color.

(Recommendation 2.1 of GPFAP)
1.2. Support regenerative agriculture led by family farmers. (PB)
1.3. Create and maintain urban farmland and urban farming education in Black communities.
(adapted from BLM-LA)
1.4. Fund Black organizations to start and support the maintenance of home-based gardens in Black communities
throughout the region. (adapted from BLM-LA)
1.5. Evaluate food access impact of decision making at public agencies across all levels of government.
(EJPP Network)
Explicitly related to environment and climate:

1.6. Make education, training and mentorships available for beginning and seasoned farmers.
(Recommendation 2.2 of GPFAP)
1.7. Promote and incentivize conservation practices and soil health. (Recommendation 2.3 of GPFAP)
1.8. Reduce food waste:
1.8a. Conduct municipal waste audits; (Recommendation 2.4 of GPFAP)
1.8b. Advocate for legislation to support a reduction in food waste; (Recommendation 2.5 of GPFAP)
1.8c. Support business and institutional efforts to divert food waste into compost;
(Recommendation 2.6 of GPFAP)
1.8d. Provide compost education and support to the general public; (Recommendation 2.7 of GPFAP)
1.8e. Support household efforts to divert food waste into compost. (Recommendation 2.8 of GPFAP)
1.9. Increase the numbers of edible trees and native plants on city and county public land.
(Recommendation 2.9 of GPFAP)
1.10. Decarbonize the food sector. (EMER_C)
1.11. Invest in local food production. (EMER_C, EcoID)
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2

SUPPORT A ROBUST REGIONAL FOOD ECONOMY THAT BENEFITS ALL

Explicitly related to equity and justice:

2.1. Support food entrepreneurs from historically marginalized communities. (Recommendation 3.3 of GPFAP)
2.2. Protect and expand food systems worker rights in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. (Recommendation
3.13 of GPFAP)
2.3. Invest in food systems workforce development infrastructure. (Recommendation 3.14 of GPFAP)
2.4. Adopt measures to ensure the proper functioning of food commodity markets and their derivatives and
facilitate timely access to market information, including on food reserves, in order to help limit extreme food
price volatility. (UN SDG #2)
Explicitly related to environment and climate:
2.5. Encourage restaurants to adopt sustainable practices. (Recommendation 3.4 of GPFAP)
Additional items:

2.6. Streamline resources and support available to food entrepreneurs. (Recommendation 3.1 of GPFAP)
2.7. Work with lenders to create new opportunities to support small scale food entrepreneurs.
(Recommendation 3.2 of GPFAP)
2.8. Reduce barriers to food safety regulatory compliance for growers and value added producers.
(Recommendation 3.5 of GPFAP)
2.9. Provide support for increased capacity, operations, and communication for farmers markets.
(Recommendation 3.6 of GPFAP, GHNP)
2.10. Advance farm viability, sales & marketing. (Recommendation 3.7 of GPFAP)
2.11. Increase connections between growers and buyers. (Recommendation 3.8 of GPFAP)
2.12. Expand processing capacity in the region. (Recommendation 3.9 of GPFAP)
2.13. Leverage the power of institutional procurement to strengthen our regional food system.
(Recommendation 3.10 of GPFAP)
2.14. Improve sourcing infrastructure for smaller grocers. (Recommendation 3.11 of GPFAP)
2.15. Provide public resources to small retail businesses that provide healthy food.
(Recommendation 3.12 of GPFAP)
2.16. Increase our region’s capacity to conduct rigorous, relevant food systems research.
(Recommendation 3.15 of GPFAP)
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3

IMPROVE FOOD SECURITY AND PUBLIC HEALTH BY INCREASING AVAILABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY OF
NUTRITIOUS, HIGH-QUALITY, AFFORDABLE AND LOCALLY-SOURCED FOOD

Explicitly related to equity and justice:

3.1. Ensure that people have food now and over the long term. (EJPP Network)
3.2. Improve food retail environment in communities experiencing food apartheid.
(Recommendation 4.1 of GPFAP)
3.3. Establish and fund easily-accessible food providers in communities that are “food deserts” especially those
with limited public transit connections. (EJPP Network)
3.4. Increase the ability of food pantries to meet the needs of their clients. (Recommendation 4.2 of GPFAP)
3.5. Work with schools to increase access to healthy food for children and families.
(Recommendation 4.3 of GPFAP)
3.6. Improve quality and availability of food offered through child nutrition programs.
(Recommendation 4.4 of GPFAP)
3.7. Advocate for strengthening and expanding the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program.
(Recommendation 4.5 of GPFAP)
3.8. Advance food security through prioritizing equity in the planning, development, and funding of public.
(Recommendation 4.6 of GPFAP)
3.9. Reduce cost and increase accessibility of public transportation. (Recommendation 4.7 of GPFAP)
3.10. Improve partnerships and communication capacity of municipal governments to connect residents to
community food services. (Recommendation 4.8 of GPFAP)
3.11. Provide universal access to school breakfast. (AFC)
3.12. Safeguard and extend WIC program. (AFC)
3.13. Hold weekly farmers markets in Black communities throughout the County. (adapted from BLM-LA)
3.14. Provide vouchers for fresh produce for Black residents of the region that are universally accepted at all
places that sell food. (BLM-LA)
3.15. Fund culturally-competent healthy eating and food preparation classes run by Black-led organizations.
(BLM-LA)
3.16. Form food access working group to facilitate creation of a buying club or food cooperative in Homewood
that sells affordable food. (HOMCom, Strategy 1.1)
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3.17. Expand and solidify garden skillshare program to encourage home gardening and foster community
knowledge. (HOMCom, Strategy 1.4)
3.18. Coordinate access to healthy breakfast and lunch options for residents, seniors and students, especially
outside regular school hours. (HOMCom, Strategy 1.6)
3.19. Create an after school healthy cooking club for parents and students to learn about healthy eating, and
partner with local restaurants to host cooking demonstrations. (HOMCom, Strategy 3.3)
3.20. Conduct a market feasibility assessment for a healthy corner store or grocery store in the neighborhood.
(MCNP, GHNP)
Explicitly related to environment and climate:

3.21. Enhance the availability, affordability, and familiarity of locally grown and plant-based foods. (REIM-APPAL)
Additional items:

3.22. Explore opportunities to disincentivize the purchasing of sugary beverages.
(Recommendation 4.9 of GPFAP)

4

BUILD COMMUNITY POWER BASED ON THE PRINCIPLE OF FOOD SOVEREIGNTY FOR ALL RESIDENTS

Explicitly related to equity and justice:

4.1. Build food sovereignty and food democracy. (Recommendation 5.1 of GPFAP)
4.2. Promote dignity and fairness across our food system for all. (Recommendation 5.2 of GPFAP)
4.3. Elevate the voice and build power of food systems workers in our region. (Recommendation 5.3 of GPFAP)
4.4. Elevate and develop the voices of residents in expressing their values, priorities, and solutions.
(EJPP Network)
4.5. Create an educational program to encourage home gardening and use of the Vacant Lot Toolkit. (MCNP)
Explicitly related to environment and climate:

4.6. Work to ensure the right to clean air and water for all citizens. (Recommendation 5.4 of GPFAP)
Additional items:

4.7. Create opportunities for community celebrations of food. (Recommendation 5.5 of GPFAP)
4.8. Increase local government support for community and backyard gardens.
(Recommendation 5.6 of GPFAP, GHNP)
4.9. Improve coordination, collaboration, and training of food education program providers.
(Recommendation 5.7 of GPFAP)
4.10. Expand food systems literacy throughout the County. (Recommendation 5.8 of GPFAP)
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ABBREVIATIONS USED ABOVE:

AFC

Allies for Children

BLM-LA

Black Los Angeles Demands in Light of COVID-19 and Rates of Black Death

ECOID

Eco Innovation District

EJPP NETWORK

EJPP Network Meeting or Addition

EMER_C

Emerald Cities

GHNP

Greater Hazelwood Neighborhood Plan

GPFAP

Greater Pittsburgh Food Action Plan

HOMCOM

Homewood Community Comprehensive Plan

MCNP

Manchester Chateau Neighborhood Plan

PB

People’s Bailout

REIM-APPAL

Reimagine Appalachia

UN SDG

United Nation Sustainable Development Goal
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EQUITABLE & JUST
GREATER PITTSBURGH
A platform of shared values centered on equity and justice.

HEALTH

INTERSECTIONS
ICON KEY:

Climate &
Environment

Food

Livelihoods

Education

Housing

Transportation

Our lives depend on our health, and our health affects all aspects of our lives.
While we all measure health in our own way, equitable health in Greater Pittsburgh will
be achieved when neither race, gender, social class nor any other socially determined
circumstance prevents any resident from achieving their potential, when everyone has
healthcare, and when our schools, jobs, food, and environment promote our well-being.

WE CALL FOR GOVERNMENTS, BUSINESSES, DEVELOPERS, AND FUNDERS
(AS APPLICABLE) TO:

1 Provide universal health care
2 Improve public health by supporting people
3 Improve public health by improving infrastructure and the physical environment
4 Ensure that buildings are healthy for people
5 Provide culturally-humble health and wellness services
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1

PROVIDE UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE

1.1. Provide and ensure “Real, meaningful, and equitable universal health care that guarantees:
1.1a. Proximity to nearby comprehensive health centers;
1.1b. Culturally competent services for all people;
1.1c. Specific services for queer, gender nonconforming, and trans people;
1.1d. Full bodily autonomy;
1.1e. Full reproductive services;
1.1f. Mental health services;
1.1g. Paid parental leave;
1.1h. Comprehensive quality child care;
1.1i. Comprehensive quality elder care.” (M4BL [bullets added]; also BLM-LA, DEMOS)
Until universal healthcare is a reality:

1.2. Expand access to affordable health insurance for children and families. (CHIP & Medicaid) (AFC, GHNP)
1.3. Expand universal Medicare-for-All coverage expansion to cover all US residents regardless of immigration
status. (PNHP)
1.4. Expand (at state level) Medicaid and take advantage of other options under the Affordable Care Act to
extend healthcare to all Pennsylvania residents. (adapted from DEMOS)
1.5. Expand federal funding for Medicaid. (PB)
1.6. Ensure that health protections cover all people. (PB)
1.7. Guarantee insurance coverage of a full range of contraceptive methods and services as well as coverage for
abortion. (DEMOS)
1.8. Eliminate obstructive restrictions on abortion providers. (DEMOS)
1.9. "Stop the imposition of Medicaid work requirements and cost-sharing provisions.“ (NVM)
1.10. "Ensure that health insurance plans sold in” Pennsylvania “cannot discriminate based on health status and
must cover the ten essential benefits outlined in the Affordable Care Act.” (adapted from NVM)
1.11. End all hospital lawsuits against patients for medical bills, including those hospitalized for COVID-19.
(adapted from PNHP)
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2

IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH BY SUPPORTING PEOPLE

2.1. Hold health as the top priority, for all people, with no exceptions. (adapted from PB)
2.2. Improve public health and quality of life for over-burdened and under-resourced populations.
(adapted from EJNCP)
2.3. Guarantee paid sick leave and paid family medical leave for all workers without exception. (PB)
2.4. Provide aid to those who have suffered health complications as a result of working in extractive industries.
(REIM-APPA)
2.5. Protect incarcerated patients and reduce the at-risk population by:
2.5a. Release of persons in pretrial detention or incarcerated for technical violations of parole or probation;
2.5b. Stop arrests for low-level offenses;
2.5c. Release early where possible, especially for persons at increased health risk due to advanced age
(a group known to have a low risk of re-offending) or comorbidities. (adapted from PNHP)
2.6. Release ICE-held “asylum seekers and immigrants held in administrative detention, and ensure secure travel
and continuity of medical care for released individuals.” (PNHP)
2.7. “Ensure that pharmaceuticals and vaccines — including for COVID-19 — are affordable for the public.”
(PNHP)
2.8. Organize community support teams that focus on public health and safety. (HOMCom, GHNP)
2.9. Work with local drug abuse organizations to identify harm reduction strategies. (HOMCom, Strategy 4.1)
2.10. Address and work to mitigate communities’ high rates of asthma, addiction, diabetes, depression and
anxiety. (GHNP)
2.11. Foster healthy living by providing physical activity programming before and after school.
(HOMCom, Strategy 4.7)
2.12. Create play street programs to provide free opportunities for community exercise.
(adapted from HOMCom, Strategy 18.5)
2.13. Engage youth with healthy activities and promote healthy lifestyle education. (GHNP)
2.14.Create a program for mobile screening and check-ups, including dental and eye care. (MCNP)
2.15. Work with existing community assets to provide various health clinics:
2.15a. Low-cost visual screenings;
2.15b. Dental service;
2.15c. Wellness support classes. (GHNP)
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2.16. Reduce maternal mortality across the board and eliminate disparities in pregnancy across race and class.
(UN SDG #3)
2.17. Address and work to amend the racial discriminatory biases in the health care systems. (PIAGR)
2.18. Reduce overall rates and reduce racial and gender disparities in occurrence of:
2.18a. Maternal mortality;
2.18b. Cancer;
2.18c. Heart disease. (PIAGR)

3

IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH BY IMPROVING INFRASTRUCTURE AND THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Explicitly related to equity and justice:

3.1. Directly reduce “hazardous waste, toxic chemical emissions, particulate matter, and other non-GHG
pollutants across the country, but first and foremost in frontline communities.” (B-G)
3.2. Reduce “cumulative environmental impacts that burden frontline communities with disproportionate
air, water, and land pollution and climate risks.” (adapted from B-G)
3.3. Mitigate exposure to air pollution, especially among vulnerable populations. (adapted from p4)
3.4. Expand and invest in essential health care infrastructure (as economic driver). (adapted from NETP)
3.5. Design public space with health in mind: sports activities, bike racks, play spaces for pets, food
gardens, safe walking and jogging trails, etc. (ELCP, GHNP)
Additional items:

3.6. [Take] steps to avoid creating a “low-carbon, high-toxicity” economy, including reducing our toxicity
footprints through investment and innovation in green chemistry. (B-G)
3.7. Incorporate social and health benefits into energy systems planning. (EJNCP)
3.8. Increase “federal funding to raise the share of national health expenditures devoted to public health
and prevention from 2.5% to 5.0%.” (adapted from PNHP)
3.9. "Improve national policies to address climate change and strengthen corporate regulation and
enforcement of existing regulations.” (PghRights)
3.10. Substantially reduce the number of deaths and illnesses from hazardous chemicals and environmental
pollution and contamination. (UN SDG #3)
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4

ENSURE THAT BUILDINGS ARE HEALTHY FOR PEOPLE

Explicitly related to equity and justice:

4.1. Repair public housing to remove health hazards. (adapted from PB)
4.2. Ensure that rental housing is maintained in such a way that protects children from lead exposure.
(AFC)
Additional items:
4.3. Weatherize our buildings. (PB)

5

PROVIDE CULTURALLY-HUMBLE HEALTH AND WELLNESS SERVICES

5.1. Fund Black-led, culturally-humble, free exercise and wellness classes in Black communities.
(adapted from BLM-LA)
5.2. Fund free culturally-humble counseling and mental health resources for Black residents.
(adapted from BLM-LA)
5.3. Require Medical education and ongoing professional retraining that centers cultural-humility and
interrogates implicit bias and anti-Black racism. (adapted from BLM-LA)
5.4. Connect housing property managers to health service providers. (such as a university nursing
program) to improve access to health care, such as free physical exams in apartment communities.
(ELCP)
5.5. Increase the number of Black health care providers. (PIAGR)
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ABBREVIATIONS USED ABOVE:

AFC

Allies for Children

BLM-LA

Black Lives Matter - LA

DEMOS

Demos

EJNCP

Equitable and Just National Climate Platform

ELCP

East Liberty Community Plan

GHNP

Greater Hazelwood Neighborhood Plan

HOMCOM

Homewood Comprehensive Community Plan

MCNP

Manchester Chateau Neighborhood Plan

M4BL

Movement for Black Lives Vision for Black Lives

NETP

National Economic Transition Platform

NVM

New Virginia Majority

P4

p4 Performance Measures (2016)

PB

The People's Bailout

PIAGR

Pittsburgh’s Inequality Across Gender and Race

PNHP

Physicians for a National Health Program - 8 Point Plan for COVID-19

PGH RIGHTS

Racial Inequity at the Core of Human Rights Challenges in Pittsburgh

REIM-APPA

Reimagine Appalachia

UN SDG

United Nations Sustainable Development Goal
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EQUITABLE & JUST
GREATER PITTSBURGH
A platform of shared values centered on equity and justice.

HOUSING

INTERSECTIONS
ICON KEY:

Climate &
Environment

Food

Livelihoods

Education

Health

Transportation

Access to safe, quality housing is a basic need and a human right. An equitable Greater
Pittsburgh would guarantee access to quality housing regardless of race or income in all
communities. This means providing affordable housing for a range of household sizes and
abilities in all neighborhoods, so that people are able to stay in the communities where
they have established roots. Stable healthy housing affects so many other outcomes
including education, livelihoods, and health, and must be an anchor of a Just Greater
Pittsburgh.

WE CALL FOR GOVERNMENTS, BUSINESSES, DEVELOPERS, AND FUNDERS
(AS APPLICABLE) TO:

In terms of supply, investment, and ownership:

1 Construct new and renovate existing affordable, healthy, and accessible housing units
2 Take proactive action to prevent displacement, and intentionally invest in disinvested
neighborhoods

3 Review and revise zoning ordinances to ensure multi-family housing and require
affordable housing

4 Support and promote local ownership models, including cooperatives and Community
Land Trusts
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EQUITABLE & JUST
GREATER PITTSBURGH
A platform of shared values centered on equity and justice.

HOUSING
CONTINUED

INTERSECTIONS
ICON KEY:

Climate &
Environment

Food

Livelihoods

Education

Health

Transportation

In terms of access and protections:

5 Establish and ensure tenant protections, including just/good cause eviction
6 Intentionally address racial housing discrimination and segregation
7 Prohibit discriminatory [/unfair] eligibility / screening criteria
8 Ensure access to healthy and accessible homes
In terms of support for renters and homeowners:

9 Fund and expand housing education programs
10 Establish and expand resident support services
11 Prioritize keeping existing homeowners in neighborhoods seeing reinvestment

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we call for these specific interventions:

12 Expand the State/County-wide Eviction and Foreclosure moratorium
13 Rapid rehousing using existing empty hotel rooms, new construction, and other
vacant housing units
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In terms of supply, investment, and ownership:

1

CONSTRUCT NEW AND RENOVATE EXISTING AFFORDABLE, HEALTHY, AND
ACCESSIBLE HOUSING UNITS (ADAPTED FROM NHJP)

1.1. Enact “renovate-first” and “build-first” policies to prevent displacement in cases where existing housing
must be demolished. (HOMTrans, GHD, GHNP)
1.2. Greatly increase public funding for housing renovation as part of a comprehensive approach to housing
rather than a piecemeal one. (EJPP Network)
1.3. Greatly increase public funding for new housing construction as part of a comprehensive approach to
housing rather than a piecemeal one. (EJPP Network)
1.4. Construct new and renovate existing housing units, especially in areas where they do not already exist, that
accommodate:
1.4a. A full range of affordability levels, and especially at affordability levels 50% AMI or less;
1.4b. A full range of family sizes, including units with three or more bedrooms;
1.4c. Quality senior housing with a range of affordability and ownership options that include creative
solutions such as communal living and service provision, allowing them to age at home (adapted from
HOMCom, Strategy 12.1, MCNP);
1.4d. Disabled residents of all ages;
1.4e. Single parents, through developments that include supportive services and communal resources for
single-parent families. (HOMCom Strategy 12.3, MCNP)
1.5. Prioritize the construction or renovation of affordable units in locations with good access to frequent public
transit and full-service grocery stores. (EJPP Network)
1.6. Support and contract with small, locally-owned, cooperatively-owned, and MWDBE businesses and
enterprises to build and renovate housing. (EJPP Network)
1.7. Train and hire residents from the neighborhoods in which the housing units are being built or renovated to
construct or renovate the houses. (EJPP Network)
1.8. Pay all workers constructing or renovating the units at least a living wage and provide them with health
insurance. (EJPP Network)
1.9. Provide additional training and protective equipment for workers removing and remediating hazardous
substances. (EJPP Network)
1.10. Require / encourage adherence to the P4 sustainability metrics in the construction/renovation of affordable
units, especially with regard to:
1.10a. Establishing stronger green building codes and construction standards; (Emerald Cities)
1.10b. Increasing energy efficiency and renewable energy; (Emerald Cities)
1.10c. Using low and zero-energy technologies. (Emerald Cities)
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1.11. Identify innovative housing design, construction, and maintenance practices that set standards for larger
scale new and rehabilitated housing development in the Hill District. (GHD)
1.12. Create safe and affordable student housing to relieve pressure on existing housing. (EcoID)

2

TAKE PROACTIVE ACTION TO PREVENT DISPLACEMENT, AND INTENTIONALLY INVEST IN
DISINVESTED NEIGHBORHOODS

2.1. Ensure the right to return for displaced residents. (NHJP)
2.2. Enact "build-first" policies that require new affordable units to be constructed before existing units are torn
down (so that existing residents do not face displacement). (EJPP Network)
2.3. Invest in community-controlled anti-displacement funds. (adapted from NHJP)
2.4. Provide and incentivize investment in predominantly African-American neighborhoods, in a way that is
designed to benefit existing residents. (AFFH)
2.5. Create additional financing structures that generate dedicated revenue streams for targeted investment in
predominantly African-American neighborhoods (with meaningful community participation and oversight
over the uses of that revenue). (AFFH)
2.6. Adopt and implement equitable development strategies as outlined in Equitable Development: The Path to
an All-In Pittsburgh to ensure that existing residents benefit from renewed investment in their
neighborhoods. (AFFH)
2.7. "Pittsburgh and Allegheny County should promote the Section 8 Homeownership program, to:
2.7a. Increase home ownership opportunities for racial minority and protected class members;
2.7b. Increase integration and erase segregation patterns by opening housing opportunities in
neighborhoods with limited numbers of rental units;
2.7c. Increase the availability of affordable housing units by opening the market of affordable houses for sale
to voucher holders;
2.7d. Avoid the “not-in-my-backyard” (NIMBY) capacity of homeowner majority neighborhoods to block
development of affordable rental housing.” (AFFH)
2.8. “State policymakers should invest in affordable housing including state housing trust funds, encourage
localities to bundle federal grants to address the affordable housing crisis, and strengthen and expand
homeownership programs.” (AFFH)
2.9. In Hazelwood: develop a strategy to address vacant properties; develop a neighborhood strategy for
addressing maintenance of privately owned vacant lots; and preserve historic homes/properties. (GHNP)
2.10. In Uptown: reserve vacant and available properties along the hillside to support the transformation of the
hillside into a park trail system and stormwater infrastructure. (EcoID)
2.11. Increase residents’ housing security. (GHNP)
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3

REVIEW AND REVISE ZONING ORDINANCES TO ENSURE MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING
AND REQUIRE AFFORDABLE HOUSING

3.1 Prohibit single-family and other exclusionary zoning laws. (adapted from NHJP, MCNP)
3.2 Adopt a robust mandatory inclusionary zoning ordinance to require that all development of new
housing (including the renovation or reconstruction of existing housing) include:
3.2a Rental developments - a substantial number of units that are affordable to very low-income
residents (50% Area Median Income [AMI] and below). If a public rental subsidy is available, at
least half of the affordable units should be reserved for extremely low-income residents (30% AMI
and below);
3.2b For-sale developments - a substantial number of units that are affordable to low- income residents
(80% AMI and below). If a public development subsidy is available, at least half of the affordable units
should be reserved for residents earning 60% AMI and below. (AFFH)

4

SUPPORT AND PROMOTE LOCAL OWNERSHIP MODELS, INCLUDING COOPERATIVES
AND COMMUNITY LAND TRUSTS

4.1. Prioritize funding for non-profit and cooperative ownership, community land trusts and other models that
facilitate public and resident ownership.” (NHJP)
4.2. Transfer poorly managed rental properties to responsible ownership and management. (ELCP)
4.3. [The City of Pittsburgh and Allegheny County, and City and County departments, programs, commissions,
and Authorities should] Prioritize support for Community Land Trusts (CLTs) with a 99-year renewable
ground leases that promote multi-generational housing, affordability, access to critical amenities, and
community stability for protected classes. (AFFH)
4.3a. Develop a Housing Trust in Manchester. (MCNP)
4.4. Support a range of Community Land Trusts models throughout the region in various market contexts
(AFFH), including single-family home ownership, deeply affordable multi-family rental units, limited equity
cooperatives, and tenant cooperatives. (Demos; see also FPHAH, EcoID)
4.5. In Fineview and Perry Hilltop: “Preserve and expand affordable residential and commercial rental through
a Community Land Trust and other approaches, such as: purchasing multi-family buildings and investor
portfolios, acquiring mixed-use buildings at targeted focus areas, and partnering with housing developers
to create additional affordable rental units.” (FPHAH)
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In terms of access and protections:

5

ESTABLISH AND ENSURE TENANT PROTECTIONS, INCLUDING JUST/GOOD CAUSE EVICTION

5.1. Enact ordinances that require “just cause” / “good cause” for residential lease terminations at the
municipal/city, county, and state levels. (AFFH; adapted from NHJP)
5.2. Require housing providers who receive government assistance, including discretionary planning and zoning
approvals, to incorporate a “good cause” requirement into their leases. (AFFH)
5.3. Robustly fund mediation services to prevent eviction filings. (EJPP Network)
5.4. Robustly fund eviction defense legal assistance for low-income renters by legal aid and pro bono attorneys
and, potentially, the law schools. (AFFH)
5.5. [The Pittsburgh Commission on Human Relations]- issue and publicize its own guidance on the use of eviction
history in housing admissions, educate landlords on the use of eviction history as screening criteria, and
enforce violations of the PghCHR guidance. (AFFH)
5.6. Establish rent controls in municipalities with fastest growing rents. (adapted from NHJP)

6

INTENTIONALLY ADDRESS RACIAL HOUSING DISCRIMINATION AND SEGREGATION

6.1. Reinstate, strengthen, and enforce the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing rule. (NHJP)
6.2. End government support for (in the form of discretionary planning, zoning approvals, and other policy
mechanisms) and sales to corporations [and local landlords] buying up homes and communities. (adapted from
NHJP)
6.3. Strongly regulate and require transparency and fair taxation of real-estate development and investment
corporations. (adapted from NHJP)
6.4. [For proposed development projects] - conduct an analysis of the correlation between the market
characteristics of the proposed development (bedroom count, rent structure and marketing plan) and the
demand characteristics of people in protected classes (the housing needs of people in protected classes in
the relevant market area). (AFFH)
6.5. Enforce HUD violations and those of the Pittsburgh Commission on Human Relations guidance. (AFFH)
6.6. Ensure the equal distribution of non-CDBG capital funds among CDBG-eligible and non-CDBG-eligible areas,
while making CDBG fully available to improve conditions and stimulate investment in disinvested
neighborhoods. (AFFH)
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6.7. Provide reparations to address the historic theft of indigenous lands, redlining, forced displacement, housing
covenants, and discriminatory zoning and lending, including through principal reduction and zero-interest loans
to Black and brown communities impacted by racist housing and land policies. (adapted from NHJP)

7

PROHIBIT DISCRIMINATORY [/UNFAIR] ELIGIBILITY / SCREENING CRITERIA

7.1. Ensure “full eligibility for housing resources regardless of immigration status or past incarceration.”
(NHJP)
7.2. Prohibit the use of criminal records in housing admissions. (AFFH)
7.3. End “source of income discrimination.” (NHJP)
7.4. Educate landlords on the use of criminal records as screening criteria. (AFFH)
7.5. Promote alternatives to credit checks. (EJPP Network)
7.6. Publicize the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) guidance on the use of criminal
records in housing admissions. (AFFH)
7.7. Create and implement alternative mortgage and other lending requirements for individuals working in the
gig economy. (EJPP Network)

8

ENSURE ACCESS TO HEALTHY AND ACCESSIBLE HOMES

8.1. [Municipal and County governments must] Review, modify, and revise their building inspection process to
fulfill their duty to affirmatively further fair housing opportunities for persons with disabilities. (AFFH)
8.2. Train City and County planners, building inspectors, and other related professionals on accessibility
obligations and Universal Design principles by an architect or related professional. (AFFH)
8.3. Adopt clear and appropriate policies to guarantee the public’s access to sidewalks (the public right-ofway). (AFFH)
8.4. Implement appropriate plans and practices to enforce standards of public access to sidewalks. (AFFH)
8.5. [Local government] Require landlords and real estate agents, as well as entities that make sample leases
available like the Bar Association and the Realtor Association, to plainly state in leases the rights and
duties regarding reasonable accommodations for the needs of those with disabilities. (AFFH)
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8.6. [Pittsburgh and Allegheny County] “Adopt effective measures to improve the health and safety of rental
housing, by:
8.6a. Creating a “Repair and Collect” program, which would allow the City or County to alleviate unsafe and
unhealthy living conditions at rental properties and collect the cost of needed repairs from ongoing
rent payments, while protecting tenants from retaliatory eviction; and
8.6b. Creating a “Receivership Support” program to incentivize the use of receivers to take control of rental
properties with serious or chronic health and safety problems and restore them to habitable condition."
(AFFH)
8.7. Enable residents to undertake critical home repairs to improve the health, safety, and appearance of their
property and the neighborhood. (GHD)
8.8. Provide education and materials for residents on how to best manage energy efficient homes.

In terms of support for renters and homeowners:

9

FUND AND EXPAND HOUSING EDUCATION PROGRAMS

9.1. Fund and expand financial education programs. (EJPP Network)
9.2. Fund and expand renter’s rights education. (GHD, GHNP)
9.3. Fund and expand homeownership education, including programs that address:
9.3a. Going from renting to owning (EJPP Network);
9.3b. Predatory home buyers (FPHAH);
9.3c. How to sell their homes to their best advantage. (ELCP)
9.4. Fund education on achieving and managing energy-efficient homes. (EJPP Network)
9.5. Educate landlords & developers about incentives to preserve and create new affordable homes. (FPHAH)
9.6. Assist residents with residential preservation and maintenance projects through the creation of a
Preservation Grant Fund. (MCNP)
9.7. Promote and facilitate home maintenance through rehab education programs and report maintenance
issues on abandoned properties to ensure public health and safety. (MCNP)
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10

ESTABLISH AND EXPAND RESIDENT SUPPORT SERVICES

10.1. Support tenant associations. (EJPP Network)
10.2. Hire dedicated local staff at developments w/Section 8 or income based housing to support low-wealth
residents. (EJPP Network)
10.3. Partner w/ Social Service Providers for Supportive Housing. (FPHAH)
10.4. Fund organizations to connect residents to resources, including:
10.4a. Resources and programs to help maintain homes, clear titles, prevent eviction, etc. (FPHAH and
HOMCom Strategy 14.1)
10.4b. Rent-to-own programs and other opportunities for homeownership. (FPHAH)
10.5. Support collaboration among community groups to address problem landlords. (ELCP, GHNP, GHD)
10.6. Offer pre-sale home inspection services. (ELCP)

11

PRIORITIZE KEEPING EXISTING HOMEOWNERS IN NEIGHBORHOODS SEEING REINVESTMENT

11.1. Provide closing cost/down payment assistance and appropriate loan products, and coordinate with
programs that provide additional assistance with bank fees and down payments. (HOMCom, Strategy
11.3)
11.2. Provide home improvement assistance to low-income residents. (GHNP)
11.3. Provide mortgages and emergency loans to otherwise under-served populations. (GHD)
11.4. Work with residents to resolve credit issues that prevent them from accessing capital to make necessary
home repairs. (EcoID)
11.5. Work to connect residents with available foreclosure prevention programs. (EcoID)
11.6. Maintain a list of available housing programs and helping residents that need assistance to access these
resources. (EcoID, ELCP)
11.7. City of Pittsburgh and Urban Redevelopment Authority- honor commitments to homeowners’ that allow
homeowners to purchase side yards. (Housing Justice Table)
11.8. Monitor the prevalence and impact of short-term rentals on neighborhoods, including in terms of
impacts on scarcity of housing units and property speculation, and regulate if needed. (EJPP Network)
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ABBREVIATIONS USED ABOVE:

AFFH

Policy Recommendations of the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Task Force (Summary Report)

EJPP
NETWORK

EJPP Network Meeting or Addition

ELCP

East Liberty Community Plan

ECOID

Eco Innovation District

EMER_C

Emerald Cities

FPHAH

Fineview and Perry Hilltop Affordable Housing Plan

GHNP

Greater Hazelwood Neighborhood Plan

GHD

Greater Hill District Master Plan

HOMCOM

Homewood Community Comprehensive Plan

HOMTRANS

Homewood Station Transit Oriented Development Study

MCNP

Manchester Chateau Neighborhood Plan

NHJP

National Housing Justice Platform
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EQUITABLE & JUST
GREATER PITTSBURGH
A platform of shared values centered on equity and justice.

LIVELIHOODS

INTERSECTIONS
ICON KEY:

Climate &
Environment

Food

Housing

Education

Health

Transportation

Livelihoods are defined as the ways in which people support themselves, whether that is a
traditional job, entrepreneurship, or working in the gig economy. Our livelihoods shape us and our
lives in many different ways. COVID-19, automation, and climate change all present challenges for
the work we do now (if one is lucky enough to work) and the work we will do in the future. Our
livelihoods will affect the housing we can afford, our ability to access health care and an education
among other things. A Just Greater Pittsburgh is one where every individual can earn a sustaining
wage, regardless of race or gender, and has a pathway to reach their maximum potential.

WE CALL FOR GOVERNMENTS, BUSINESSES, DEVELOPERS, AND FUNDERS
(AS APPLICABLE) TO:

With regard to job creation:

1 Provide high quality jobs with family-sustaining wages
2 Create intentional job opportunities for women and people of color
3 Expand jobs for people of color in industries seeking to address climate change and
improve the environment

4 Eliminate barriers to employment and career advancement
5 Improve connections to jobs at “anchor” institutions
6 Strengthen and grow existing businesses in Pittsburgh's lower ‐ income communities
7 Diversify the non-profit sector
8 Provide clear and intentional pathways to quality jobs for youth
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EQUITABLE & JUST
GREATER PITTSBURGH
A platform of shared values centered on equity and justice.

LIVELIHOODS

INTERSECTIONS
ICON KEY:

CONTINUED

Climate &
Environment

Food

Housing

Education

Health

Transportation

With regard to entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs:

9 Expand access to capital for Black and other underrepresented businesses and entrepreneurs,
women-owned businesses and entrepreneurs, and lower-income entrepreneurs

10 Expand infrastructure and access to resources and information for lower-income entrepreneurs

With regard to workers’ rights:

11 Ensure fair pay and benefits
12 Provide paid leave
13 Protect the right to collective bargaining and eliminate barriers to access bargaining tables
14 Protect the safety of workers
15 Advance equity in the workplace ‐ change hiring (and retention) behavior and policies at
organizations and corporations

With regard to a safety net for workers:

16 Provide economic relief
17 Redistribute wealth / create a social safety net
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With regard to job creation:

1

PROVIDE HIGH QUALITY JOBS WITH FAMILY-SUSTAINING WAGES

1.1. Change the scope of job fairs and certificate programs to become career and continuing education fairs
for living wage career paths. (HOMCom, Strategy 5.5, EcoID)
1.2. Create high-quality jobs with family-sustaining wages and safe and healthy working conditions. (EJNCP)
1.3. Ensure effective and equitable access to high-quality employment, training, and advancement for all
workers, particularly those from low-income households, those historically under-represented on the
basis of race, gender, and other criteria, and those adversely impacted or dislocated by technological
change—notably including those in energy, transportation, and trade impacted communities.
(B-G, GHNP)

2

CREATE INTENTIONAL JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR PEOPLE OF COLOR AND WOMEN

2.1. Invest in workforce and job training programs, especially in communities with disproportionately high
un- and underemployed populations and in communities historically dependent on fossil fuel extraction
and energy production. (EJNCP)
2.2. Leverage the foundational skills that workers in extractive industries (mine workers, union electricians,
laborers, etc.) have, that remain important to future works/opportunities. (REIM_APPAL)
2.3. Ensure access to jobs for black, brown, indigenous, women, and low-wage workers: To fully utilize the
region’s potential, those previously shut out by past discrimination should be given opportunities and
training in the future workforce. (REIM_APPAL)
2.4. Develop a framework and hub so that community partners can better connect residents to local
employers and business opportunities. (HOMCom, Strategy 5.1)
2.5. Create Federal and state job programs that specifically target the most economically marginalized Black
people, and compensation for those involved in the care economy. (M4BL)
2.6. Create job programs that provide a living wage and encourage support for local workers centers, unions,
and Black-owned businesses which are accountable to the community. (M4BL)
2.7. Support the development of cooperative or social economy networks, through tax incentives, loans and
other government directed resources, to help facilitate trade across and in Black communities globally.
All aid in the form of grants, loans, or contracts to help facilitate this must go to Black led or Black
supported networks and organizations as defined by the communities. (M4BL)
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2.8. Set diversity goals for hiring and recruitment- for both the staff and Board of Directors, as well as
volunteers and partners. (Tree PGH)
2.9. Incentivize and regulate employment practices to ensure Black women are receiving well-paying
employment opportunities. (PIAGR)
2.10. Reduce socioeconomic inequality by ensuring that Black men are not only employed, but employed
across occupational sectors. (PIAGR)
2.11. Place-based strategies:
2.11a. Create a Resource Center with flexible spaces and an onsite resource employee. (MCNP)
2.11b. Produce a free, weekly publication focused on the Greater Hill District (publication might include
stories about neighborhood initiatives and successes, job postings, advertisements, and public
announcements). (GHD)

3

EXPAND JOBS FOR PEOPLE OF COLOR IN INDUSTRIES SEEKING TO ADDRESS
CLIMATE CHANGE AND IMPROVE THE ENVIRONMENT

3.1. Safely reopen and support PA's nature-based small businesses- important to economy due to tourism
and recreation generated. (PF Green)
3.2. Apply strong “Buy American” and “Davis- Bacon” requirements, as well as utilization of project labor
agreements for all public spending, and procurement policies that ensure the use of domestic, clean,
and safe materials made by law-abiding corporations throughout the supply chain of project labor
agreements. (B-G)
3.3. Increase minority and women’s participation in jobs and contracting opportunities within the cleanenergy sector. (EMER_C)

4

ELIMINATE BARRIERS TO EMPLOYMENT AND CAREER ADVANCEMENT

4.1. Adopt the “comprehensive Rooney Rule - with results” (as defined by the Community Equity and
Inclusion Roundtable), and a community of practice to ensure accountability. (CEIR)
4.2. Extend the ban on prior salary history questions for all employers in the City of Pittsburgh and require
pay transparency. (New_Norm)
4.3. Address the social emotional needs of employees, and those dealing with trauma. (EJPP Network)
4.4. Advise employers to be more creative about hiring requirements and what is really crucial for successful
employment. (EJPP Network)
4.5. Help people get sustainable jobs. (EJPP Network)
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4.6. Implement measures to overcome the digital divide. (EJPP Network)
4.7. Create outreach programs to support vulnerable populations and pursue subsidies, such as senior
community service employment program, to employ seniors. (HOMCom, Strategy 5.4)
4.8. Create documents checklist and empower entities to ensure Homewood residents have documentation
needed to access employment. (HOMCom, Strategy 5.6)
4.9. Ensure that people with arrest or conviction records have a fair chance to work. (Demos)
4.10. Adopt a “ban the box” hiring policy. (PB)
4.11. Break down barriers that produce unemployment and underemployment. (EJNCP)
4.12. Enable returning residents the opportunity to be meaningfully employed, deal with trauma and get
needed services. (EJPP Network)
4.13. Ensure additional funding into social services and fix law enforcement to facilitate equitable
incarceration policies. (EJPP Network)

5

IMPROVE CONNECTIONS TO JOBS AT “ANCHOR” INSTITUTIONS

5.1. Create engagements with larger employers focused on hiring cohorts of underrepresented job seekers
on a recurring basis. (Work Hard PGH)
5.2. Explore and understand the pathways from entry level to mid level to senior level career roles to inform
development of accessible training or upskilling programs for job seekers with any level of work
experience to enter or pivot to a given industry. (CEIR, All-In)
5.3. Leverage the graduates of the minority entrepreneurship programs at Pitt IEE as vendors to Pitt, UPMC,
and other anchors. (Pitt IEE)
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6

STRENGTHEN AND GROW EXISTING BUSINESSES IN LOWER-WEALTH COMMUNITIES

6.1. Pursue opportunities to prioritize and invest in Black and brown local businesses as part of Community
Benefits Agreements where there are large redevelopment projects underway - ex. The Hill, Hazelwood.
(EJPP Network)
6.2. Create careers, not just employment- refocus workforce programs in East Liberty and the East End on
career development. (ELCP)
6.3. Create jobs in the neighborhood that are sustainable and not temporary, and prioritize neighborhood
residents. (HOMTrans)
6.4. Set standards for community benefits that include hiring Homewood residents and utilizing Homewoodbased businesses. (HOMCom, Strategy 10.5)
6.5. Help Hill District residents start small businesses or maintain and grow existing small businesses. (GHD)
6.6. Increase the access of small-scale industrial and other enterprises, ...to financial services, including
affordable credit, and their integration into value chains and markets. (UN SDG #9)

7

DIVERSIFY THE NON-PROFIT SECTOR

7.1. Implement temporary apprenticeship engagements for diverse candidates to explore entry level roles at
area non-profits with the potential for full time employment at year’s end. (Work Hard PGH)
7.2. Establish new non-profits through incubation programs for neighborhood residents. (EJPP Network)
7.3. Pursue long term service opportunities, such as Americorps or fellowships, to serve as a Program
Manager to assist residents and to develop and implement programs. (MCNP)
7.4. Provide access and opportunities for wealth creation.
7.4a. Challenge foundations to diversify program officer positions to facilitate more meaningful
engagements with minority and women owned funding applicants. (Work Hard PGH)
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8

PROVIDE CLEAR AND INTENTIONAL PATHWAYS TO QUALITY JOBS FOR YOUTH

8.1. Advocate for expanding programs and opportunities for local teens. (MCNP)
8.2. Invite disadvantaged youth to participate in the innovation community. (EcoID)
8.3. Prepare neighborhood youth for eventual employment. (GHD, ELCP)
8.4. By 2020, substantially reduce the proportion of youth not in employment, education or training. (UN SDG #8)

With regard to entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs:

9

EXPAND ACCESS TO CAPITAL FOR BLACK AND OTHER UNDERREPRESENTED
BUSINESSES AND ENTREPRENEURS, AND LOWER-INCOME ENTREPRENEURS

9.1. Create incubator that offers below-market rents for resident-owned businesses, minority-owned
businesses, and cultural spaces. (HOMCom, Strategy 7.4)
9.2. Entrepreneurial incubation that targets existing minority and women-owned businesses who are at a
growth stage that requires hiring a new employee to provide additional capacity. (Work Hard PGH)
9.3. Increase access to capital by pursuing national partnerships (such as with Forward Cities), and
encouraging the URA to increase lending to minority entrepreneurs. (EJPP Network)
9.4. Make Greater Hazelwood into a hub for entrepreneurs and small businesses - focus on neighborhoodlevel technical assistance for small businesses and entrepreneurs. (GHNP)
9.5. Partner with institutions to develop a Northside communities web portal and publish a directory that acts
as a clearinghouse of information on programs, grants, loans, community process, etc. (MCNP)
9.6. Strengthen the capacity of domestic financial institutions to encourage and expand access to banking,
insurance and financial services for all. (UN SDG #8)
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10

EXPAND INFRASTRUCTURE AND ACCESS TO RESOURCES AND INFORMATION FOR
LOWER-INCOME ENTREPRENEURS

10.1. Promote networking events for community members and with other neighborhoods. (GHNP)
10.2. Promote development-oriented policies that support productive activities, decent job creation,
entrepreneurship, creativity and innovation, and encourage the formalization and growth of micro-,
small- and medium-sized enterprises, including through access to financial services. (UN SDG #8)
10.3. Significantly increase access to information and communications technology and strive to provide
universal and affordable access to the Internet. (adapted from UN SDG #9)

With regard to workers' rights:

11

ENSURE FAIR PAY AND BENEFITS

11.1. Create high quality, family-sustaining wages. (EJNCP)
11.2. Create jobs that allow for long-term economic growth, all tiers of jobs, all levels. (EJPP Network)
11.3. State policymakers - raise the standards for American jobs so that all working people get paid fairly for
their efforts and have work schedules that take their basic needs into account. (Demos)
11.3a. Vital elements include a higher minimum wage, stable scheduling, paid sick time, prevention of wage
theft, protections from being improperly classified as an independent contractor, and increasing the
number of working people who are guaranteed overtime pay. (Demos)
11.4. Increase compensation for tipped workers. (New_Norm)
11.5. Protect workers in industries that are not appropriately regulated, including domestic workers, farm
workers, and tipped workers, and for workers — many of whom are Black women and incarcerated people
— who have been exploited and remain unprotected.
11.5a. Pass the Domestic Workers Bill of Rights at the federal and state level, and extend worker protections
to incarcerated people. (M4BL)
11.6. Implement the pilot Universal Basic Income (UBI) program in the City of Pittsburgh.
11.6a. UBI has been referred to as: unconditional income, a citizen wage, a guaranteed subsidy, existence
income, a universal dividend, or income entitlement, all referring to systems that provide each citizen
a financial grant either monthly or annually." (New_Norm)
11.6b. The UBI recognizes the care economy, and therefore recognizes reproductive labor such as family
planning, having children and raising children, domestic work, and care labor as work. (M4BL)
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11.7. Raise labor standards in the non-construction sectors through improved wages and benefits, and
prioritize full-time work that eliminates the misclassification of temporary employee labor. (B-G)
11.8. Provide reparations for the continued divestment from, discrimination toward and exploitation of our
communities in the form of a guaranteed minimum livable income for all Black people, with clearly
articulated corporate regulations. (M4BL)
11.9. Eliminate work requirements for food stamps, medicaid, and other government assistance. (M4BL)
11.10. Expand all existing service and support programs for low-income individuals. (M4BL)
11.11. Shore up the safety net and the economic security of those most in need:
11.11a. Food stamps, rent/housing assistance, unemployment insurance, and paid leave among others—
should be universally accessible, regardless of immigration status, and without triggering any
immigration penalties. (M4BL)
11.12. Pay prevailing wages. (PB)
11.13. Enact a $15/hour or higher minimum wage company-wide. (PB)
11.14. Recognize and value unpaid care and domestic work through the provision of public services,
infrastructure and social protection policies and the promotion of shared responsibility within the
household and the family as nationally appropriate. (UN SDG #5)
11.15. By 2030, achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all adults, including for young
people and persons with disabilities, and equal pay for work of equal value. (UN SDG #8)

12

PROVIDE PAID LEAVE

12.1. Extend a mandated eight week paid sick leave to ALL workers (including full-time and part-time
workers, contractors, and farm workers) in the public and private sector, without exception. (M4BL)
12.2. Ensure paid family and medical leave for those who are caring for the sick or for children who are not
able to attend school. (M4BL)
12.3. Guarantee pensions and a bridge of wage support, healthcare, and retirement security until an
impacted worker either finds new employment or reaches retirement. (B-G)
12.4. State policy makers: set up a system to provide paid benefits to working people who need time away
from their jobs to care for a new child, a loved one with a serious health condition, or their own serious
health condition. (Demos)
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13

PROTECT THE RIGHT TO COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND ELIMINATE BARRIERS TO ACCESS
BARGAINING TABLES

13.1. Address the history of racism in Pittsburgh’s unions, including some of the barriers to entering the
unions such as training and licensing requirements. (EJPP Network)
13.2. Expand all existing services and support programs for low-income individuals. (EJPP Network)
13.3. Maximize creation of good union jobs and require greater diversity and inclusion in the future
workforce. (REIM_APPAL)
13.4. Provide living wages, benefits, safe working conditions and union rights provided for transit workers.
(PPT)
13.5. Provide worker representation on the company’s board of directors. (PB)
13.6. Use project-labor agreements. (PB)
13.7. Adopt a neutrality policy regarding union collective bargaining. (PB)
13.8. Protect the right for workers to organize in public and private sectors especially in “On Demand
Economy” jobs. (M4BL)
13.9. Respect collective bargaining agreements and workers’ organizing rights such as neutrality, majority
sign up, and first contract arbitration for construction, operations, and maintenance. (B-G)
13.10. Increase union density across the country through strong support of the right to organize throughout
the economy, including in the clean technology sectors. (B-G)
13.11. Restore workers’ freedom to join together in unions by eliminating so-called “right to work” laws,
expanding freedom to negotiate to public employees and other workers left out of federal labor law,
leveraging state purchasing power, and banning non-compete agreements. (Demos)
13.12. Remove policy barriers to organizing and promote productive policies to ensure that workers have a
meaningful voice on the job. (B-G)
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14

PROTECT THE SAFETY OF WORKERS

14.1. Treat workers fairly. (EJNCP)
14.2. Ensure high-road labor standards. (PB)
14.3. State policymakers - provide additional resources to strengthen enforcement of existing fair
employment laws and expand civil rights laws to clarify that discrimination and harassment based on
sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, personal credit history, pregnancy status or
caregiving responsibilities are illegal. (Demos)
14.4. Offer financial incentives to create and maintain worker-controlled cooperatives. (BLM-LA)
14.5. Apply mandatory labor standards that include prevailing wages, safety and health protections, project
labor agreements, community benefit agreements, local hire, and other provisions and practices that
prioritize improving training, working conditions, and project benefits. (B-G)
14.6. Improve the safety of our industrial facilities and protect workers, first-responders, and fence-line
communities. (B-G)
14.7. Ensure trade agreements are enforceable, fair for all workers, and benefit the environment, including
the climate. (B-G)
14.8. Protect labour rights and promote safe and secure working environments for all workers, including
migrant workers, in particular women migrants, and those in precarious employment. (UN SDG #8)
14.9. Secure ironclad commitments to safe and healthy working conditions. (B-G)

15

ADVANCE EQUITY IN THE WORKPLACE

15.1. Improve equity in the workplace by implementing tracking tools that change behavior. (All-In)
15.2. Request public reporting on the Equity reporting requirements established for City of Pittsburgh
department directors. (All-In)
15.3. Require public reporting on the activities and accomplishments of the Equity Implementation Team
established by Pittsburgh City Council. (All-In)
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With regard to a safety net for workers:

16

PROVIDE ECONOMIC RELIEF

16.1. Provide economic relief directly to the people. (PB)
16.2. Broaden unemployment insurance. (PB)
16.3. Provide direct sizable cash payments to every person. (PB)
16.4. Companies - ensure pro-worker conditions as condition of government support. (PB)
16.5. Provide a large, medium-term stimulus to counteract the economic downturn and ensure a just
recovery. (PB)
16.6. Counter systemic inequities by directing investments to the working families, communities of color, and
Indigenous communities who face the most economic insecurity. (PB)
16.7. Adopt policies, especially fiscal, wage and social protection policies, and progressively achieve greater
equality. (UN SDG #10)

17

REDISTRIBUTE WEALTH / CREATE SOCIAL SAFETY NETS

17.1. Move from an extractive economy to a living economy - “Just transition.” (EJPP Network)
17.2. Ensure a radical and sustainable redistribution of wealth through a progressive restructuring of tax
codes at the local, state, and federal levels. (M4BL)
17.3. Pass legislation to guarantee jobs to all displaced workers and employ millions to transform our
economy towards renewable energies that stabilize both our nation and our climate under the New
Green Deal. (M4BL)
17.4. Envision a new social contract that puts people and our planet first, one that emerges from community,
worker and social-movement driven solutions promising a more equitable and liberated future for all.
We can, and must, fight for and build this future together. (EJPP Network, NELP)
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ABBREVIATIONS USED ABOVE:

B-G

Blue-Green Alliance Solidarity for

NELP

National Employment Law Project

New-Norm

Gender Equity Commission COVID

Climate Action Plan
Demos

Demos

and Racism Statement (2020)

EcoID

Eco Innovation District

PB

The People’s Bailout

EJNCP

Equitable and Just National

PF Green

PennFuture Green Stimulus

PIAGR

Pittsburgh’s Inequality Across Gender

Climate Platform
EJPP Network

EJPP Network Meeting or Addition

ELCP

East Liberty Community Plan

and Race
PPT

Pittsburghers for Public Transit
Affordable Housing sheet

EMER_C
GHNP

Emerald Cities
REIM-APPAL

Reimagine Appalachia

RCI/DBRC

Riverside Center for Innovation -

Greater Hazelwood Neighborhood
Plan

Disadvantaged Business Resource
GHD

Greater Hill District Master Plan

HOMCom

Homewood Community

Center
Tree PGH

Tree Pittsburgh

UN SDG

United Nations Sustainable

Comprehensive Plan
HOMTrans

Homewood Station Transit Oriented

Development Goal

Development Study
Pitt IEE

University of Pittsburgh Institute for
Entrepreneurial Excellence

MCNP

Manchester Chateau Neighborhood Plan

M4BL

Movement for Black Lives Vision for Black
Lives
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EQUITABLE & JUST
GREATER PITTSBURGH
A platform of shared values centered on equity and justice.

TRANSPORTATION

INTERSECTIONS
ICON KEY:

Climate &
Environment

Food

Housing

Education

Health

Livelihoods

Even though COVID-19 kept us home more than usual, we still need to move across the region for
recreation, shopping, school, and work. Goods need to move across the region, too. The current
infrastructure in our city, region, and country tends to prioritize cars and trucks above other forms of
transportation. Investment in public transportation is on the decline despite that many people still
rely on it. A Just Greater Pittsburgh prioritizes getting people to and from the services they need
and facilitates economic mobility and access to housing. This includes providing the necessary
infrastructure to better connect neighborhoods and advancing policies that ensures people can
access affordable and reliable modes of transportation.

WE CALL FOR GOVERNMENTS, BUSINESSES, DEVELOPERS, AND FUNDERS
(AS APPLICABLE) TO:

1 Invest in and expand public transit
2 Prioritize and protect people (including workers, low income/protected classes)
3 Provide free and reduced transit
4 Build sustainable, accessible transportation systems
5 Incentivize building near existing transit infrastructure
6 Ensure pedestrian and bicycle safety and accessibility
7 Incentivize electric vehicles and make them affordable
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1

INVEST IN PUBLIC TRANSIT

1.1. Provide dedicated and sustainable funding for public transit, with corporations paying fair share. (PPT)
1.2. Identify, advocate for and aggressively pursue federal, state, and regional funding sources to improve access
to transit and parks. (HomCOM, Strategy 16.6)
1.3. Enable riders to bypass traffic congestion by implementing comprehensive networks of bus-only lanes on
major routes. (TJP)
1.4. Prioritize maintenance and utilitarian upgrades of existing transit infrastructure above aesthetically-driven
projects or high-cost capital expansions. (TJP, EcoID, MCNP, GHNP)
1.5. Flex more federal funds to transit agencies instead of highways. (TJP-State)
1.6. Eliminate red tape for converting right-of-way on state roads to transit-only lanes. (TJP-State)
1.7. Expand public transportation. (REIM_APPAL)
1.8. Increase funding to smaller transit organizations in region, especially outside the city. (RBC)
1.9. Invest in public transit to fix, modernize and expand systems so that more Americans have access to quality
transportation options, especially in suburban and rural areas without transit.
(adapted from DEMOS, EJPP Network)
1.10. Build clean and affordable public transit. (PB)
1.11. Shift federal transportation funding from highways to mass transit. (EMER_C)
1.12. Adjust revenue models to ensure that low-income households that are disproportionately hurt by increases
in user fees and fares are not further impacted. (DEMOS)
1.13. Explore traffic calming techniques to decrease vehicle speed and make appropriate changes for local
neighborhood streets and communities. (MCNP)
1.14. Invest in new shared parking garages and lots to serve the overall parking needs. (EcoID)
1.15. Make reliable real-time transportation data available in the public realm. (EcoID)
1.16. Advocate for and improve access to information about transit organization priorities and plans. (GHNP)
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2

PRIORITIZE AND PROTECT PEOPLE

2.1. Classify transit workers as essential workers, entitled to PPE, leave, and other necessary benefits.
(TJP-State)
2.2. Comprehensively analyze impacts of new transportation technologies on existing workers, including
workers who may be deskilled, required to learn new skills, or fully displaced. (TJP-State)
2.3. Create more seats for transportation labor on new technology-related working groups. (TJP- state)
2.4. Drop enforcement as a strategy- shift to education. (EJPP Network)
2.5. Establish and support driver cooperatives (ex: Union Cab Co-op in Madison, WI) as an alternative to
dominant ride-sharing companies, such as Uber and Lyft. (GND DG)
2.6. Allow use of Access cards for fare identification. (low income/protected classes fare structure) (GND DG)
2.7. Ensure that disability needs and rights are part of the process & part of the “share the road” equation
when planning public transit and driving infrastructure. (GND DG)

3

PROVIDE FREE AND REDUCED FARE TRANSIT

3.1. Implement a fare reform (#FairFares) to establish equity and more accessibility for public transport.
(Discourages armed police as fare enforcers, lowers fares, and petitions for free transfers). (PPT)
3.1a. Offer free transit for people under 18 and for riders with disabilities;
3.1b. Adopt a free fare policy for all riders by 2030
3.1c. Transition to the use of civilian, multilingual fare "ambassadors" as fare enforcers rather than armed
police;
3.1d. Ubiquitous access to CONNECT cards with:
3.1d.1. Free transfers between systems
3.1d.2. The ability to load fares onto cards while on bus
3.1d.3. The ability to have funds immediately available when loaded
3.1d.4. The ability to pay for multiple fares and fare types on a single CONNECT card
3.1e. Improved accessibility of CONNECT card kiosks with several language options;
3.1f. Consider fare evasion a non-criminal offense with low fines and community service as an option;
3.1f.1. Any fines paid as a result of fare evasion should be loaded onto the rider's CONNECT card.
(PPT FF)
3.2. Create sustainable partnerships that allow for preloaded or discounted connect cards or ensure other
methods of transit are provided in workforce pipeline programs. (HomCOM - strategy 17.4)
3.3. Reform commuter rail operations and fares to make service useful and affordable to lower-income riders
who’ve been excluded by the 9-to-5 suburban service model. (TJP)
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3.4. Structure fares to make transit affordable for everyone, including discounts or free passes for people with low
incomes, seniors, students, and kids. (TJP, EcoID, GHD )
3.5. Eliminate fare evasion citations on public transportation. (BLM-LA)
3.6. Provide free public transportation for all, beginning with K-12 youth and seniors. (BLM-LA)
3.7. Allow for free transfers between systems. (RBC)
3.8. Share fare infrastructure between systems. (RBC)

4

BUILD SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

4.1.Expand and strengthen Healthy Rides to provide more affordable and more convenient options in
neighborhoods with fewer mobility choices; increase network density in high traffic corridors to improve
system convenience. (EJPP Network)
4.2. Provide access to micro transit such as bike rentals, and electric scooters, and make it affordable.
(EJPP Network)
4.3. Enact new sources of transit funding that minimize revenue volatility and stabilize operating budgets.
(TJP)
4.4. Increase presence of transit riders, women, Black and brown people, people with disabilities, and other
under-represented groups on agency governing boards. (TJP)
4.5. Control capital costs so maintenance, upgrades, and expansions can be carried out at prices that enable
work at an ambitious scale, on a rapid timetable. (TJP)
4.6. Build a sustainable transportation system. (REIM_APPAL)
4.7. Improve coordination between transit agencies locally. (RBC)
4.8. Map schedules of multiple systems to ensure greater connectivity when transferring between them. (RBC)
4.9. Build clean and affordable transportation systems. (B-G)
4.10. Make the transition to electric transit (cleaner vehicles) affordable for riders. (EJPP Network)
4.11. Invest in walkable communities where everything one needs is within walking distance. (EJPP Network)
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5

INCENTIVIZE BUILDING NEAR EXISTING TRANSIT INFRASTRUCTURE

5.1. Prioritize development that expands transportation options to improve public access to jobs and
community resources. (P4)
5.2. Focus on mandatory inclusionary zoning, with an emphasis on affordable housing around transit-oriented
development sites. (PPT)
5.3. Incentivize and preserve the development of housing near public transit. (PPT)
5.4. Undo patterns of segregation by better connecting communities with transit. (EJPP Network)
5.5. Dramatically increase the amount of transit service, so many more people and jobs are within walking
distance of bus or train routes that arrive frequently all day, every day. Quickly adding service on bus
routes that remain heavily used during the COVID-19 pandemic will also help reduce crowding and
improve public health. (TJP, GHNP, EcoID)
5.6. Redesign bus networks so more people can reach more places in less time, prioritizing travel needs of
communities of color and low-income neighborhoods. Expand frequent service in response to changing
residential and employment patterns. (TJP)
5.7. When major capacity expansion projects are built, implement them in places with high concentrations of
people and jobs, where the most people will benefit, not where the smallest number will object. (TJP)
5.8. Construct and operate a light rail circulator from Pittsburgh to East Liverpool, OH on both sides of river
to help redevelop small river towns that already have affordable housing. (RBC)

6

ENSURE PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY

6.1. Improve pedestrian and bicycle connections to transit stops and stations, and add shelters and other
amenities at bus stops. (TJP, GHNP, MCNP, GHD, EcoID)
6.2. Make the biking community more visible and design bike facilities that are supportive of riders of all ages
and abilities. (EcoID)
6.3. Add station elevators and other features to make existing and new transit infrastructure universally
accessible. (TJP)
6.4. Implement safety policies that look beyond policing so women, people of color, and other vulnerable
communities feel free from the threat of violence and harassment. (TJP)
6.5. Ramp up investment in pedestrian safety along major transit routes on state roads.
(TJP- State, GHD, MCNP)
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6.6. Target sidewalk improvements to high traffic areas, transit locations, schools, and other community assets.
(Homewood Comp. Plan- strategy 16.2, MCNP, EcoID)
6.7 Adopt Vision Zero policy and action plan that advocates for zero crashes that kill people. (EJPP Network)
6.8. Implement Bike(+) Plan in the City of Pittsburgh and advocate for neighboring municipalities to author and
adopt their own bike infrastructure plans. (EJPP Network)
6.9. Expand the Complete Streets resolution to all of Allegheny County. (EJPP Network)
6.10. Adopt the Equity in Action Toolkit Database of Actions, Frameworks, Indicators for Municipalities/Regions.
(EJPP Network)
6.11. Hold Uber and Lyft accountable to ADA standards. (RBC)
6.12. Prevent robotic delivery devices operating on sidewalks from impeding access. (GND DG)
6.13. Mandate good sidewalk design and maintenance, including ensuring clean, smooth, and level surfaces.
(GND DG)

7

INCENTIVIZE ELECTRIC VEHICLES AND MAKE THEM AFFORDABLE

7.1. Build charging stations for electric vehicles. (REIM_APPAL, EcoID)
7.2. Include consumer subsidies so that rural farmers, public transit systems, construction trades, and other
workers with long commutes can afford efficient electric vehicles. (REIM_APPAL)
7.3. Avoid public spending on venture-backed initiatives like micro-mobility, autonomous vehicles, or
Hyperloop-style gimmicks. (TJP, EcoID)
7.4. Incentivize the purchase of electric bicycles. (EJPP Network)
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ABBREVIATIONS USED ABOVE:

B-G

Blue-Green Alliance

DEMOS

Demos

ECOID

Eco Innovation District

EJPP FORUM

EJPP Network Meeting or Addition

EMER_C

Emerald Cities

GHNP

Greater Hazelwood Neighborhood Plan

GHD

Greater Hill District Master Plan

GND DG

Green New Deal Discussion Group

HOMECOM

Homewood Community Comprehensive Plan

MCNP

Manchester Chateau Neighborhood Plan

P4

P4 Performance Measures

PB

People’s Bailout

PPT

Pittsburghers for Public Transit

PPT FF

Pittsburghers for Public Transit: Fair Fares

REIM_APPAL

Reimagine Appalachia

RBC

Reimagine Beaver County

TJP

Transit Justice Principles
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If you are committed to advancing equity and justice and would like to join the conversation as we continue this
work, please sign up for our mailing list on www.ejgp.org!
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